Production Class
Label & Packaging Inline Production

Transform what you imagine to reality with this 100% digital in-line system.
The ArrowJet Nova 330R is based on Memjet DuraFlex® technology. It utilizes 1600*1600 dpi high-resolution full-color CMYK.
The high-speed digital printer connects seamlessly with ArrowCut Nova 330R Laser Die-cutter for direct and continuous communication.
The ArrowJet Nova 330R is your label production solution, from start to finish. The
high-capacity digital label press is fully integrated with a robust laser finishing system.
With its advanced label printing press, laminator, and die-cutting features, the ArrowJet
Nova 330R offers an all-in-one solution to all your label production needs.

The 100% in-line digital printing system incorporates state-of-the-art anytron
laser-cutting technology and a powerful single 250-watt laser for a crisp label
and packaging creation. Change between jobs quickly or handle multiple jobs at
once – the ArrowJet Nova 330R can do it!

Features and Benefits

A dual-purpose printer

A hassle-free solution

Digital labeling & flexible packaging with full-fledged
functionality. The ArrowJet Nova 330R offers on-demand
printing for small - to medium-sized businesses. Print
your own packaging or digital labels without effort.

The ArrowJet Nova 330R’s built-in digital
printing press, laminator, and laser cutter offers
the all-in-one solution for label production.

Powerful inline printing software
Compared to water based dye inkjet printers, the coating
weights required for our pigmented inks is greatly reduced,
wich reduces material costs and increases your bottom line.

A breeze to use
Operating the ArrowJet Nova 330R is simple.
Create and manage your own packaging without
professional or experienced operator. 3 days
training is good enough to be a specialist.

A cutting marvel

Flexibility is at your fingertips

Find your full-cut, half-cut, perforation, marking,
and scoring features seamlessly integrated into
the production process.

From start to finish, the process is in your hands.
Choose your design, schedule your production leadtime,
and make changes in the comfort of your own office.

The Latest Breakthrough in Single Pass Production
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Autojob changeover(option)
The sensor detects each QR code which contains
cutting information to change the job automatically.
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